101146 Spanish Talking Alarm Watch User Manual

Symbol function/ button position
Alarm Icon
15: Hourly Announcement, 15 hours
24: Hourly Announcement, 24 hours
PM: Afternoon time indicator
AL : Alarm clock setting indicator
Mode Control: Press S4 button to change the Mode according to the following order:
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1. Set time
Press S4(MODE) button one time to enter into time setting mode. Watch digits will flash.
Press S2(MIN) to adjust minutes, and press S3 (HOUR) to adjust the hour to the current
time. To hear the current time, press S1.
2. Set alarm time
Press S4(MODE) button two times to enter into alarm time setting mode. AL symbol
displays, and numbers flicker. Press S2(MIN) to adjust minutes, and press S3 (HOUR) to
adjust the hour to the desired alarm time,

3. Turn Alarm on/off
Press S4(MODE) button three times. Both alarm symbol and hourly announcement
symbol will flicker. Press S2 to set alarm on/off: when alarm symbol turns black and
you hear a high beep, alarm is on. When alarm symbol turns green and you hear a
low beep, alarm is off.
4. Hourly Announce
Press S4(MODE) button three times. Press S3 one time to turn on hourly announce. You
will hear 1 high beep and Announcement 2 displays

24. This means the hourly

announce will go off all 24 hours. Press S3 a second time, and

15 appears, and you

hear 2 beeps. This means the hourly announce will go off 15 hours, 7am to 9 pm, and
stay silent during nighttime hours. If you press S3 a third time, the hourly announce turns
off and you hear a lower beep.
5. 12/24 hour change, Alarm Sound Choice
In normal time mode, press S3 to change between 12 and 24 hour time for the time
display. Press S2 to choose the alarm sound. Choice of three alarm sounds.
Specifications:
Accuracy: 8 seconds more or less Battery: AG13
Weight:74 g
Width of Watch Shell: 40mm
The length of watch and band is 250MM

